Practitioner Dietary Supplement Reference Guide

dotFIT™ ThermAccelTM
Goal
To accelerate or continue desired weight loss, especially when diet and exercise may be maximized based on
acceptable lifestyle parameters, by supplying effectively timed doses of bioactive ingredients that have separately
demonstrated favorable effects through unique targets on human body fat metabolism leading to enhanced body
fat/weight loss when compared to a non-supplemented state. Daily simultaneous ingestion of these combined actives
may contribute additive effects since the individual mechanisms of action related to fat oxidation, energy expenditure
and appetite are distinctly unique. The formula’s primary goal is to increase total daily energy expenditure/calorie
burn (TDEE) by increasing resting energy expenditure (REE) and overall metabolism including daily activities.
ThermAccel’s (TA) natural thermogenic blend is uniquely formulated to deliver a “better stimulant effect” when
compared to currently available popular energy formulas that often lead to "burnout" and related stress, including
"end of day fatigue." ThermAccel is designed to produce balanced and enhanced energy levels that may also help
users increase voluntary daily activities. Through TA’s thermogenic effect (boosting metabolism by wasting calories as
heat), favorable fat oxidation properties and smoother daily energy boost, users may be able to avoid or overcome
natural plateaus during weight reduction without having to continually "add more work.”
TA’s secondary endpoints are to increase fat oxidation/burning (energy/nutrient partitioning) and decrease appetite
beyond TA’s caffeine stimulant blend’s normal effects on these targets, by incorporating two other groups of natural
ingredients, Caralluma fimbriata and Sinetrol (the polyphenols naringin and neohesperidin), which work through
respectively different body fat regulation pathways than the thermogenic blend. In totality, through addressing
multiple body fat regulation targets thus offering potentially additive contributions, TA may help mitigate the normal
stresses and struggles of dieting and weight control including helping to maintain total daily energy expenditure due to
the loss of lean body mass (LBM) during weight loss when compared to a non-supplemented state, or consumer
channel over the counter fat loss aids or the potentially more dangerous prescription pharmaceuticals.

Rationale
While use of a complete multivitamin and mineral supplement (including calcium as necessary) should be considered mandatory
during any caloric restriction,1 the rationale for the use of any specialty dietary supplement as part of an overall weight loss plan is
to speed and/or ease the journey contributing to enhanced motivation to complete the process, at which time a specialty
supplement, such as ThermAccel, should not be required to maintain the desired weight or body composition (see Introduction to
Weight Loss Section).

Dieting (calorie restriction) for weight loss is overall difficult at best2,3 and regularly frustrating based on unavoidable
plateaus from normal adaptations to weight loss including lean body mass (LBM)4 with subsequent enhanced fitness,
(e.g. mitochondrial adaptations/efficiency, reduced heart rate, etc.)5,6,7 in which both conditions can lead to a lower
metabolism.8,9 This reduction in daily expended calories causes a plateau even though the calories consumed and daily
activities are the same as when weight loss was originally initiated.4,8,10 The natural defenses the body mobilizes during
weight loss causing plateaus and weight regain are, but not limited to: adaptive thermogenesis, including a reduction
in thyroid hormone levels,11 reduced energy expenditure (as described above and from weight/LBM loss)12, increased
circulation of appetite mediating hormones (e.g. ghrelin), decreased leptin (satiety hormone)13 and potentially the
relapse of old habits.14 Exercise alone is largely ineffective at producing significant amounts of weight loss due to the
volume needed to achieve and sustain a calorie deficit to induce weight loss. As such, research has consistently shown
exercise by itself to not be a complete weight loss solution.15,16,17,18,19
To continue weight/fat loss when natural/adaptive plateaus occur, and diet is generally healthy, more deliberate work
and/or fewer calories, which in turn causes increased hunger, is the only remedy unless:4,12 1) calories burned can be
increased without adding more exercise, or the needed added work is voluntary because of increased energy levels,
and/or 2) appetite can be controlled during further caloric restriction. Thermogenic blends have demonstrated the
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ability to accomplish the former,20,21,22 and few natural plant extracts have had some success with the latter.23,24,25
Theoretically these combined effects would ease the workload and mitigate hunger to allow continued weight
reduction with less hardship.
Therefore, ThermAccel contains:
1) A thermogenic complex with caffeine,26 yerba mate,*27 guarana,*28 green tea extract polyphenol (EGCG)29 and
capsaicin30 that have independently and combined20,21,22,31 demonstrated total daily energy expenditure
(TDEE) enhancements and fat oxidation increases compared to placebo.
2) Sinetrol (polyphenols), which is a combination of non-stimulant polyphenols that also contributes, but through
different mechanisms, to increases in fat oxidation32 - i.e. partitioning energy usage
3) Caralluma fimbriata, a plant-based appetite suppressor has been shown to have mild effects on weight loss25,33

Thermogenic Complex (2-tabs) providing 270 mg EGCG, 200 mg Caffeine & 100,000 Heat Units
Caffeine (200 mg), yerba mate (20 mg),* guarana seed (20 mg),* green tea leaf extract (630 mg, 98% polyphenol with
270 mg EGCG) and cayenne fruit (17 mg standardized to produce 100K Scoville Heat Units [SHU]**) are uniquely
combined to increase the user’s total daily calorie burn by stimulating the central nervous system (CNS) and increasing
thermogenesis. (increasing metabolism through wasting calories/fat as heat) including activation of brown adipose
tissue (BAT) and by possibly inducing the desire to increase physical activity through enhanced alertness and CNS
excitement.20,34 Caffeine and caffeine-containing herbs have also demonstrated a positive effect on appetite
suppression and fat oxidation.35,36,37,38,39 Taken together, these functional ingredients have the potential to produce
significant effects on metabolic targets such as satiety, thermogenesis and fat oxidation.20,21,22,31,40,41,42,43
*Yerba mate and guarana powder are part of the manufacturer’s complete blend but in non-significant amounts and therefore will not be
discussed here.
** The Scoville scale is a measurement of the pungency (spicy/heat of pepper) of chili peppers, or other spicy foods, as reported in Scoville Heat
Units (SHU), a function of capsaicin concentration. Capsaicin is one of many related pungent compounds found in chili peppers, collectively
called capsaicinoids. Average size cayenne pepper contains 30-50K SHUs; jalapeno peppers contain 2.5-5K SHUs

Caffeine (1, 3, 7-trimethylxanthine)
Caffeine naturally occurs in varying quantities within the structures of beans, leaves, and fruits of more than 60 plants
including the cacao bean, yerba mate, guarana berry and kola nut, with roasted coffee beans and tea leaves (Camellia
sinensis) being the world’s most common sources of caffeine.44
Caffeine, Energy Expenditure (EE) and Fat Oxidation (FO)

Caffeine is a methylxanthine compound and is structurally related to theophylline, theobromine, and uric acid.45 It is
100% bioavailable after oral ingestion and easily crosses the blood brain barrier thus, affecting the nervous system.44
Caffeine is metabolized primarily in the liver producing among others, the metabolites paraxanthine, theophylline and
theobromine.46 The half-life of caffeine in healthy adults is 5-6 hours.47 Caffeine is the primary ingredient in this
formula because of its positive effects on weight loss through its ability to increase EE, lipolysis and fat oxidation
(burning of fat for energy).20,48, 49,50 As Figure 1 from Harpaz et al. depicts, caffeine in humans increases metabolic rate
and fat oxidation partly through 1) sympathetic activation of the CNS26,49 (increasing sympathetic activities is also
associated with a reduction in food intake51); 2) inhibition of phosphodiesterase (PDE), the enzyme that degrades the
intracellular 3,5-cyclic-adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), (cAMP is the signal for increasing cellular lipolysis, heat
production and liver satiety signals); 3) stimulation of adenosine receptors, (a blockade that may also increase
dopamine levels52) causing a buildup of (cAMP) leading to greater activity in cells.26,44,53,54
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Figure 1
Caffeine Targets in Supporting Weight Loss
PDE- phosphodiesterase
SNS- sympathetic nervous system
cAMP- 3,5-cyclic-adenosine monophosphate
CA- catecholamines
EE- energy expenditure

Caffeine has been shown to increase energy expenditure (EE) approximately 3-5% in the first 2.5 hours after
ingestion.26,39,55 While comparable increases in EE have been shown with epigallocatechin gallate from green tea
(EGCG) in human subjects,53 more often EGCG supplementation alone increases resting EE less than caffeine alone but
may possess an additive effect based on different mechanisms of action.56
Caffeine dosages (usually in combination with other ingredients) used in weight loss studies range between 1.5-2.3
mg/lb of body weight spread throughout the day but should not exceed 500 mg/d.20,48 Valentine et al. demonstrated
that ingestion of 2 mg/lb of body weight of caffeine raises 3-hr post-exercise energy expenditure (~31 kcal) probably
through the increased energy cost of ventilation.57 Schubert et al. used 1.36 mg/lb of body weight of caffeine 90
minutes before and the same dose 30 minutes after exercise which showed significantly greater EE and FO, reduced
appetite, greater energy deficit, and exercise perceived as more enjoyable and less difficult when compared to
placebo.58
Caffeine consumption has been shown to have different pharmacokinetics in lean subjects compared to their
overweight counterparts with the latter group experiencing a lesser effect on fat oxidation but generally comparable
changes in resting energy expenditure (REE).38,59,60 Researchers have shown caffeine’s half-life and metabolism to end
products are longer or incomplete in overweight individuals leading to the potential differences in metabolic
outcomes. However, caffeine shows positive effects on EE and lipolysis in both groups.26,38,40,41,59,60
Another suggested mechanism for caffeine’s effects on EE is the stimulation of catecholamine, which binds to adipose
cells leading to enhanced thermogenic gene expression and release of free fatty acids which concurrently increases
the uncoupling proteins (UCPs) that produce mitochondria heat or energy wasting in brown and white adipose tissues
and skeletal muscle.61,62,63,64,65
In a pilot study Acar-Tek N, et al. used 2.75mg/lb of caffeine from green coffee (extract for unroasted green coffee
beans) to test REE on 24 females measured at 30, 60, 120- and 180-minutes post ingestion. The authors found
chlorogenic acid in the green tea to be independently correlated with REE values from the green coffee caffeine, and
that the former may have antihypertensive effects.66
Silveira et al. demonstrated caffeine administered to cyclist at 2.3 mg/LB increased time to exhaustion by 34% by
increasing time maintained at VO2max thus increasing total work completed above critical power leading the authors
to conclude caffeine allows a longer maximal oxidative metabolic rate.67
Studies with caffeine alone or green tea with some caffeine (lesser amounts than studies using caffeine alone)
generally show a ~4% increase in 24 hour metabolic rate.39,53,68,69 Therefore, combining caffeine and EGCG together
may have a synergistic effect on 24 hour EE.20,41,70
Caffeine and Appetite

Caffeine’s effects on appetite have been mixed, primarily because most caffeine containing products targeting fat loss
contain other potential appetite suppressing ingredients such as red pepper extracts, tea catechins, fibers etc. These
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ingredient combination studies have been able to highlight that the addition of caffeine may amplify the anorectic
effect of these other chemicals – i.e. making an additive contribution to satiety.20,21,22,26,31,71
Schubert et al. tested caffeine on energy intake between meals and had subjects complete four trials: placebo (PLA),
decaffeinated coffee (DECAF), caffeine (CAF), and caffeine with decaffeinated coffee (COF).72 Participants dosed twice,
once at breakfast and once two hours later. Four and a half hours after breakfast, participants were given access to an
ad libitum meal for determination of energy intake. The authors found no significant effect on energy intake with a
slight decrease trend toward the caffeine alone group and therefore concluded that consumption of caffeine and/or
coffee for regulation of energy balance over longer periods of time warrant further investigation.72 In a follow up
review on coffee and caffeine alone on appetite, Schubert et al. found that coffee administered 3-4.5 hours before a
meal had minimal influence on food and macronutrient intake, while caffeine ingested 0.5-4 hours before a meal may
suppress acute energy intake.73 Furthermore, they found the evidence regarding the influence of caffeine and coffee
on gastric emptying, appetite hormones, and appetite perceptions to be equivocal. Additionally, the authors surmised
that “the influence of covariates such as genetics of caffeine metabolism and bitter taste phenotype remain
unknown.”73,74 And finally, it has been reported often that caffeine’s effects on EE or appetite are more pronounced in
subjects with lower daily caffeine intakes from all sources (<330 mgs/d)75,76
In summary, while caffeine alone is universally considered a significantly effective performance enhancing supplement
in specific athletes and activities, (which would make its own incremental contribution to total daily calories burned),77
caffeine administered alone as a supplement for weight loss may only contribute modestly when everything else is
equal. However, over time that modest contribution may be clinically significant.26 At the same time, the addition of
other potential EE enhancers and appetite suppressing ingredients that work through other mechanisms of actions
from caffeine, may complement each other to produce and additive effect with more meaningful
outcomes.20,21,22,31,35,36,37,38,39,40,41
Green Tea Extract Including 270 mg (2-tabs) of Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG)
It is generally agreed that much of the positive health effects associated with green tea (GT) are mediated by its
polyphenols known as catechins.29,78,79,80,88,112 The major catechins in green tea are EGCG, (-)-epicatechin-3-gallate, (-)epigallocatechin, and (-)-epicatechin. EGCG accounts for 50% to 80% of GT catechins amounting to ~80 to 150 mg per
brewed (2.5 g tea leaves) cup of green tea and 20-50 mg of caffeine (tea processing results in wide variances).81,88 In
addition, green tea and its extracts also include some polyphenols like caffeine, theanine, theaflavin, thearubigin,
quarcetin, cholorogenic acid and gallic acid.82
EGCG ingestion has been shown to improve lipid/fat metabolism, including reducing circulating triglycerides and LDL
cholesterol;83 enhance catabolism (breakdown) and oxidation; (energy usage/partitioning)53,68,84 increase EE;41,53,68 and
contribute a modest but favorable influence on weight control.29
Mechanisms of Action

Research offers many mechanisms in which EGCG (mindful that most EGCG extracts of GT contain some caffeine,
albeit relatively low amounts40,85) may promote weight loss and/or improve body composition and thermogenesis
including total daily EE and fat metabolism: 1) EGCG directly inhibits the enzyme catechol-O-methyl-transferase
(COMT),86 that degrades epinephrine (EPI) and norepinephrine (both hormones are stimulated by caffeine), fostering
higher circulating concentration of sympathetic-induced catecholamines and enhancing beta-oxidation thus fat
oxidation (FO);53,82,87 2) may suppress gluconeogenesis and lipogenesis and enhance lipolysis through activation of
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK),88,89 (possibly via upregulation of sirtuin 190) which has been shown to take place
in muscle, liver, adipose tissue and pancreas91,92,93 with manifestations as depicted by Yang et al. in Figure 2;88 3) in the
gastrointestinal (GI) EGCG may decrease digestion and absorption of macronutrients: lipids by interfering with the
emulsification needed for absorption and inhibiting pancreatic lipase (enzyme that breaks down fat),94 and
carbohydrates by inhibiting amylase and glucosidase;95 4) green tea constituents may enrich the probiotic population
in the intestines, favoring a flora consistent with leaner humans;96,97,98 in which part of this enhancement may be from
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an increase production of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) caused by EGCG (SCFA generation has recently been found
capable of signaling a cascade effect in the body, activating AMPK, and inducing weight-loss;29,88,99 5) EGCG also works
as an antioxidant (and possibly an indirect antioxidant [prooxidant] stimulating other antioxidant systems) scavenging
free radicals and preventing the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by chelating metal ions (more apparent in
subjects under high oxidative stress, e.g. overweight/obese);29,88,100 6) EGCG has demonstrated an ability to destroy fat
cells;94,101,102 and 7) EE and fat oxidation may also increase via an effect of catechins on the gene expression of proteins
that play a role in thermogenesis and beta-oxidation.40
Figure 2 - Proposed EGCG AMPK Actions on Organs
Yang et al. hypothesis on the role of AMPK in
metabolic regulation by EGCG.88
“EGCG is proposed to active AMPK through affecting the ratios of
AMP/ADP/ATP. The activated (phosphorylated) AMPK regulates
metabolism in different organs toward the direction of reducing
(↓) gluconeogenesis, fatty acid synthesis, insulin secretion and
ectopic fat deposition in muscle and liver. These are accompanied
by increased (↑) insulin sensitively and the oxidation of glucose
and fatty acids”. The lower part of the figure was modified from
Long et al.89

Study Endpoints
One or a combination of any of the proposed mechanisms have produced clinical trials demonstrating that regular
ingestion of the green tea catechins (GTCs), primarily EGCG at ~300 mg/d, can increase overall (EE),75,88,103,104,105 and
enhance fat oxidation,37,41,54,88,105,106,107,108,109 both conditions often leading to favorable changes in body
composition.29,40,53,85,88,105 Other GTC supplementation findings suggest that green tea catechin consumption enhances
exercise-induced changes in abdominal fat and serum triglycerides in humans110 and in animal models.111
It should be noted that a study by Kumar et al. using 400 mg/d of a decaffeinated GTC (<1% caffeine) containing 5075% EGCG, produced significant reductions in serum Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) compared to placebo but at this
dose (~200-300 mg EGCG) delivered no changes in body weight after 12 months of use suggesting at least some
caffeine is important in EGCGs potential body composition benefits.112 Other studies have found comparable results
with decaffeinated GTC.113,114
EGCG with Naturally Occurring Caffeine

As noted above, most EGCG extracts of GT contain some natural caffeine, albeit in small amounts (generally <50 mg).
However, the observation that EGCG from GT stimulates EE and fat oxidation cannot be completely attributed to its
caffeine content because the thermogenic effect of GT extracts containing caffeine and catechin polyphenols is
greater than that of an equivalent amount of caffeine alone (Figure 3).53 According to Dulloo et al., fat oxidation
accounted for approximately 42% of the total calories burned over the course of 24 hours in the EGCG group (270 mg)
compared to the placebo (32%) and caffeine (34%) groups (Figure 4).53 Moreover, respiratory quotient is lower in
subjects who consumed decaffeinated EGCG compared to placebo during and after workloads which indicates greater
fat oxidation.68 A study conducted by J.D. Roberts and M.G. Roberts et al., using 571 mg/day of a decaffeinated GT
extract (providing 400 mg/day of EGCG) for four weeks in exercisers found a 24.9% increase in fat oxidation rates, a
1.63% decrease in body fat, and a 10.9% improvement in performance distance covered (20.23 km to 22.43 km), all
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compared to placebo.115 This study strongly supports EGCG's ability alone to increase fat oxidation. Readers are
referred to Hursel R, Westerterp, et al. for a thorough review on EGCG influence on total EE and fat oxidation.41
Figure 3: Dullo et al. showed at least a 10% increase in 24-hour EE or equivalent to 157 more calories burned in the
caffeine/EGCG group (Average subject’s weight was 173 lbs).53
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Figure 4: In the same study, approximately 20 more grams of fat was oxidized daily by the supplemented group.53
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The Synergy

Observing the mechanisms of action of both caffeine and EGCG, we can clearly see how the potential synergies play
out. As described above in “mechanisms of actions”, dual effects of GTCs on EE and fat oxidation may be caused by the
methylation of catechins (EGCG) directly inhibiting the enzyme catechol-O-methyl-transferase (COMT),86 and the
inhibition of phosphodiesterase by GTCs caffeine content,26,53,54 therefore, these may be the primary mechanisms
behind the stimulating properties of EGCG. This combined inhibition of the enzymes COMT (degrades epinephrine and
norepinephrine while caffeine stimulates both hormones) by EGCG and PDE (the enzyme that degrades the
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intracellular cAMP, which would otherwise signal for increasing cellular lipolysis and heat production) by caffeine,
would improve the signaling cascade to prolong the stimulus of the sympathetic nervous system leading to potentially
additive increases EE and fat oxidation.54,105,116 This activity was demonstrated by Auvichauapat et al. after 12 weeks of
catechin supplementation by showing that catecholamine metabolites in urine were modified, indicating the
successful catechin stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system.117
Conflicting EGCG Study Outcomes

Inconsistent results on long-term weight/fat loss using green tea supplementation and its extracts may often be
attributed to the extract’s caffeine content, test subject’s ethnicity/genetics and high or low regular caffeine and/or
other related catechin intake. To be sure, in a review by Rothenberg et al.,29 the researchers reported that “Caucasian
ethnicity and high regular caffeine intake both weakened GT/EGCGs weight-loss effects when compared to Asian
ethnicity and low regular caffeine intake. Enzyme activity varies with ethnicity and therefore, ethnicity is a factor due
to the enzyme-related nature through which tea polyphenols induce weight loss.”29,68,75,118 Additionally, the absorption
rate of catechins may affect the degree of thermogenesis.40
Summary and Dosage

Whatever effects are at work here from ingesting EGCG daily, the endpoint for body composition outcomes is
generally measured as an enhancement of EE and fat oxidation,53,105 which when diet and exercise are managed
correctly for weight/fat loss, daily use of EGCG may deliver a better body composition result and/or lessen the burden,
compared to no supplementation.20,29,75,88,105,115
EGCG Doses
A systematic review and meta-analysis of 8 qualified RCTs by Kapoor et al. found that EGCG alone has the potential to
increase metabolic rate including respiratory quotient (RQ/FO) and EE at 300 mg/d dose and collectively, the outcome
supports the findings that EGCG influences metabolic parameters. Similarly, Cisneros et al. in a systematic review of 15
qualified articles (out of 424 reviewed) on the effects of green tea and its EGCG content on body weight and fat mass,
found “daily consumption of green tea with doses of EGCG between 100 and 460 mg/day demonstrated the greatest
effect on body fat and weight reduction in intervention periods of ≥12 weeks. However, the use of caffeine doses
between 80 and 300 mg/day was shown to be a factor in studies with the more positive results. Furthermore, results
were greater in participants with lower habitual caffeine intakes (<300 mg/day) prior to the interventions.119
Safety
There have been reports of potential liver toxicity with regular ingestion of high dose green tea extracts.120,121 To
address these accounts, The European Food Safety Association (EFSA) prepared an 89-page report concluding: “Based
on the available data on the potential adverse effects of green tea catechins on the liver, the Panel concluded that
there is evidence from interventional clinical trials that intake of doses equal or above 800 mg EGCG/day taken as a
food supplement statistically significantly increase serum transaminases in treated subjects compared to control.”121
Additionally, the EFSA also stated “From the clinical studies reviewed there is no evidence of hepatotoxicity below 800
mg EGCG/day up to 12 months.” 121
ThermAccel contains only 270 mgs (2-tabs) and 540 mgs (4-tabs as maximum dose) of EGCG to be taken daily, which is
well below the upper limit described by the EFSA. dotFIT also states, as at the onset of this document: use of any
specialty dietary supplement, such as ThermAccel, as part of an overall weight loss plan is to speed and/or ease the
journey contributing to enhanced motivation to complete the process, at which time a specialty supplement, such as
ThermAccel, should not be required to maintain the desired weight or body composition. Therefore, long-term usage is
not recommended. That said, clinical trials using dosages ranging from 300-800 mg/d for up to one year have yielded
no signs of liver damage.29,75,88,112,119,122 It should be noted that regular higher doses (>800 mg) may yield a transient
elevation in alanine aminotransferase (ALT) but in healthy subjects, levels should return to an individual’s baseline
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upon cessation.123 Anyone with a liver disorder should consult their doctor before considering use at any dosage or
simply not use any products containing EGCG extracts. The dotFIT dosage and product duration recommendation
would be considered safe and effective for generally healthy adult populations.
Green Tea Extract with 270-540 mg EGCG & Combined Total of 200-400 mg Caffeine from all Sources
Based on the caffeine and EGCGs data above, including their unique and mutual metabolic targets, it appears caffeine
and EGCG used together at these doses would be safe and have a greater effect on fat loss than either ingredient
alone.20,31,40,84,65,124,125,126 Therefore, the thermogenic blend in ThermAccel contains 270-540 mg of EGCG and 200-400
mg of caffeine in two and four tabs respectively from all sources.
Capsaicin from Cayenne Fruit
The last functional ingredient in the thermogenic blend is capsaicin because it stimulates calorie burning differently
than both caffeine and EGCG. 127 Capsaicin is a natural bioactive ingredient, and the most potent capsaicinoid found in
hot peppers.128 Capsaicin is included in this thermogenic complex because it has been shown to increase energy
expenditure,30 increase lipid oxidation, and reduce appetite through different mechanisms than caffeine or caffeinecontaining herbs and EGCG.30,34,128,129,130
Capsaicin and Brown Adipose Tissue (BAT)

Capsaicin's primary effects on increasing energy expenditure and fat oxidation is through its ability to activate brown
adipose tissue (BAT).127,131, BAT is a site of non-shivering thermogenesis (burning calories for heat) that is activated by
cold in order to help heat the body.132 The amount of BAT in humans decreases with age.127,133 In this context, there is
considerable research interest in increasing thermogenesis by targeting BAT, which by activation of the sympathetic
nervous system (SNS) increases calorie burning to produce heat through the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation
mediated by uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1).134 It is known that the stimulatory effects of cold on BAT are mediated
through the activation of the SNS and initiated by peripheral stimulation of transient receptor potential (TRP [TRPV1
and TRPA1]) channels in sensory neurons.135 This pathway is also activated by capsaicin and subsequently stimulates
the SNS and favorably alters lipid metabolism including lipolysis and fat oxidation.136,137,138,139,140 As depicted in Figure 5
from Glanbia Nutritionals,141 capsinoid stimulation of TRP channels enhances BAT thermogenesis and the upregulation
of (UCP1) and connexin-43 (Cx43) molecules.131,134,137,142
Figure 5 - The Mechanism of Action by which Capsinoids Accelerate Energy Expenditure. Adopted from E. Drummond,
2015. 141
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Yoneshiro, et al. found that 9 mg/day of capsinoid treatment for six weeks significantly increased EE from 20
calories/day to 200 calories/day by increasing BAT activity during cold exposure,131 demonstrating that capsaicin
activation of the sympathetic nervous system promotes the secretion of catecholamines (epinephrine and
norepinephrine), leading to increases in metabolic rate143 and temperature primarily through BAT.34,144 Josse et al.
confirmed previous findings that ingestion of 10 mg of capsinoids increased adrenergic activity, energy expenditure,
and resulted in a shift in substrate utilization toward lipid, thus demonstrating the thermogenic and metabolic effects
of capsinoids and further highlighted its potential role as an adjunct weight loss aid, in addition to diet and exercise.145
Zsiboras et al. in a meta-analysis of human studies found capsaicin to be effective at increasing EE ~60 calories/day
and the respiratory quotient (RQ) decreased by 0.216 indicating an increase in fat oxidation. However, they also found
the greatest supplement effect on subjects with a BMI >25 (increase in EE ~70 calories/day and 0.257 decrease in
RQ).140
Besides a subject’s weight or body fat being a factor, likewise, the actual increase in EE from daily capsaicin ingestion
may also be dependent on the amount of BAT within the individual, which may range from 50-200 grams.146 The more
BAT, the greater capsaicin supplement effect. 127,131,134
In agreement with Gerngross et al.,147 in a study by Sun et al.127 using capsaicin supplementation at 12 mg/d, described
their results (quantified by 18-fluorine fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography) in terms of calories and
compared them to cold exposure. They found in healthy adults, the average increase in EE to be 120 kcal/d and a
whopping 240 kcal/d after cold exposure for two hours, but again, the increase was greater in people with the highest
BAT concentrations.127
White adipose tissue (WAT) includes subcutaneous fat and is the largest body fat component in humans. Because of
capsaicin’s known activation (agonist) of TRPV1 channels and subsequent stimulation of BAT, Baskaran et al.
investigated the effect of capsaicin in WAT.148 Their results, using mice, clearly demonstrated that capsaicin
administration can up-regulate the expression of protein machinery that causes the molecular conversion of WAT to
brite/beige cells (cells with the characteristics of BAT) – i.e. the browning of WAT and depicted in Figure 6 from
Baskaran et al.. They found capsaicin to significantly induce the expression of brown fat thermo-genes, UCP-1 and
BMP8b, a result that would lead to the browning of WAT.148 If this action could be broadly duplicated in humans, it
could develop into an effective anti-obesity strategy.

Figure 6 - Model Describing the Mechanism of Action of Capsaicin (CAP).
Intracellular Ca2+ rise via TRPV1 channels stimulated by CAP activates CaMKII/AMPK, which phosphorylate and
activate SIRT-1. This causes deacetylation of PPARγ and PRDM-16 and facilitates their interaction to promote browning
of WAT. Adopted from P. Baskaran et al.148
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Capsaicin and Appetite

Capsaicin ingestion has also demonstrated efficacy in appetite suppression. Data from a 2014 meta-analysis suggested
that daily consumption of a minimum dose of 2 mg of capsaicinoid prior to a meal reduced ad libitum energy intake by
74 calories during the meal. The meta-analysis findings suggest that daily consumption of capsaicinoids may
contribute to weight management through reductions in energy intake.149 Janssens et al. used doses of 2.56 mg (1.03 g
of red chili pepper, 39,050 Scoville heat units) with every meal and found that while in energy balance the addition of
capsaicin to the diet increases satiety and fullness, and tends to prevent overeating when food intake is free. And after
dinner, capsaicin prevented the effects of the negative energy balance on the desire to eat.150
van Avesaat M, et al. attempted to discover capsaicin’s appetite reducing mechanism by performing intraduodenal
capsaicin infusions of 1.5 mg pure capsaicin in healthy volunteers and tested the effects on hunger, satiety, and
gastrointestinal symptoms and the release of their related hormones, glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) and peptide YY
(PYY), from enteroendocrine cells in the small intestine. The infusion significantly increased satiety compared to
placebo but did not affect plasma concentrations of GLP-1 and PYY. The effect on satiety appeared related to
gastrointestinal stress including bloating. Furthermore, satiety scores had a positive correlation with all
gastrointestinal symptoms.151 Along these lines, Rigamoni et al. found 2 mg of capsaicin administered before an ad
libitum dinner did not alter satiety/hunger hormones nor effect energy intake or appetite following the meal
compared to placebo. However, the capsaicin subjects REE was significantly increased over placebo. In fact, REE in the
capsaicin went from 1957.2 calories/day to 2342.3 calories/day, while the placebo group went from 2060.1
calories/day to 2296.0 calories/d). Additionally, the pre-post meal difference in REE after capsaicin administration was
significantly higher than that found after placebo (385.1 calories/day vs 235.9 calories/day.)30 It’s always a good sign
for weight control measures when you can increase EE without increasing appetite.
Summary

Ingestion of capsinoids or analogs >10 mg/d facilitate cold-induced BAT recruitment and thermogenic activation,
purportedly through mechanisms of ADRB3 (beta-3 adrenergic receptor located mainly in adipose tissue and involved
in the regulation of lipolysis and thermogenesis) activation through TRPV1-associated SNS initiation and related
hormone release (e.g. norepinephrine) as depicted in Figure 6. Additionally, high regular pepper consumption,
containing capsaicin, has been associated with a 13% decrease in total mortality possibly via its effects on lipid
metabolism and its carry-over to cardiovascular health indicating safe long-term use.138 Therefore, from a practical
standpoint, rather than using cold exposure to raise EE through BAT activation (capsinoids induce BAT via the same
channels), and considering capsaicin's potential role in appetite,149,150,151 prolonged safe ingestion of capsaicin may be
a more practical solution for assisting in weight control.34,127.131,140,149,152 Adding the effective respective doses of
caffeine and EGCG described above, capsaicin at 17 mg (2-tabs) to 34 mg (4-tabs, maximum dose) as found in TA, may
bring another significant additive effect to supporting weight loss,153 especially since average adult weight gain is
insidious by nature.154 Meaning, 100-200 calories/day increase in EE imposed by healthy interventions, such as
caffeine, EGCG combined with capsaicin and with no accompanying energy intake (EI) compensation, weight control
might progress with less hardship. Notably, all the compounds named so far may also contribute to appetite control.
Sinetrol
Sinetrol is a trade name for a synergistic group of bioactive polyphenols extracted from specific varieties of sweet and
blood oranges (Citrus sinensis L.),.), grapefruit (Citrus paradisi Macfad.), and guarana (Paullinia cupana Kunth).32
Sinetrol is a proprietary polyphenolic rich fruit extract (red orange, grapefruit, sweet orange, and guarana)
standardized to contain at least 90% of total polyphenols (expressed as catechin), at least 20% of total flavanones
(expressed as naringin) and between 1% and 3% of natural caffeine.32
Naringin, a flavanone glycoside derived from naringinin primarily found in grapefruit, represents the primary active in
Sinetrol. Neohesperidin, a glycoside derived from hesperidin, is the other dominate bioactive compound and due to
their glycoside fractions, the bioavailability of naringin and neohesperidin is enhanced.32,155,156
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This non-thermogenic proprietary complex has been included in the ThermAccel (TA) formula to deliver an additive
complement to the thermogenic blend including the catechin polyphenol EGCG discussed above, with the goal of
further increasing energy expenditure (EE) and fat oxidation.32,155,156
Mechanisms of Action (Figure 7)

Polyphenols, like the polyphenol catechin EGCG, are a family of phytochemicals that exist in plants and found to have
profound indirect effects on human health.157 Bioactive flavonoids, a class of polyphenolic compounds, have many
subclasses with varying molecular structures and thus participate in human health in multiple areas.157,158 Flavonoids
potential health contributions have been generally attributed to their antioxidant properties.159,160 Few flavonoids are
also known as phosphodiesterase (PDE) and a protein kinase C (PKC) inhibitors acting like caffeine26 in these
pathways,161,162 therefore more recent investigations have explored specific polyphenols (flavonoids) role in
interacting with cell signaling machinery in metabolic pathways that affect lipid metabolism including adipogenesis,
energy partitioning and appetite.163,164,165
Naringenin
Early in vitro research demonstrated flavonoids to exert lipolytic (fat oxidation/burning) activity by inhibiting the
enzyme, phosphodiesterase (PDE),166 that degrades cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), which would otherwise
decrease lipolysis because high cAMP levels help maintain fat usage for energy.26 However, different from caffeine’s
pathway to decreasing PDE activity, the flavone naringenin (an aglycone of the grapefruit flavonoid naringin in
Sinetrol) also containing known antioxidant properties,165 shows the ability to induce the expression of fatty acid
oxidation genes CYP4A11, ACOX, UCP1, and ApoA1167,168 and induce apoptosis (cell death) in preadipocytes (fibroblast
that can be stimulated to form fat cells).165,169,170,171 As another potential mechanism of action, Ke et al. found the
expression of genes involved in fatty acid oxidation, Cpt1α (mitochondrial) was significantly higher in mice fed a
naringenin diet, which contributed to significantly less weight and caloric intake compared to contorls.168 Furthermore,
a review by Zobeiei et al. on naringenin’s supplementation (using nanoparticles) concluded that
naringenin demonstrates many biological actions “including the decrease of biomarkers of lipid peroxidation and
protein carbonylation, increase of antioxidant defenses, scavenging of reactive oxygen species and modulation of
signaling pathways related to fatty acid metabolism, which can favor the oxidation of fatty acid, lower lipid
accumulation in the liver and thereby support liver health.”172
Neohesperidin (NHP)
NHP, A bitter flavonoid glycoside, is the other major active flavone in Sinetrol and is also derived from citrus fruit peels
especially specific oranges named above and works basically through the same pathways as naringenin to enhance
lipid metabolism including fat oxidation.32,173,174 Additionally, Wu H et al. found NHP to regulate lipid metabolism in
vivo and in vitro via FGF21 and AMPK/SIRT1/PGC-1α signaling axis.175
Based on the totality of research, it appears the primary mechanism of actions for the flavones in Sinetrol are related
to participating in the inhibition of PDE and stimulation of fat oxidation genes and other genes/areas shown to
enhance lipid metabolism including related apoptosis and energy partitioning. Because of their different structures,
thus receptors and subsequent actions, it is logical that they may be additive to the thermogenic blend.
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Figure 7 - Proposed Mechanisms of Action to Enhance Overall Lipolysis and Body Compostion. Adopted from Dallas et
al., 2013.32

Sinetrol Alone Studies

The first Sinetrol trial compared two groups of 10 overweight subjects during 4 and 12 weeks with 1.4 g/day of
Sinetrol and placebo supplementation.155 Measuring free fatty acid release from adipocytes, the researchers found
that SINETROL significantly stimulated lipolytic activity via the polyphenols inhibition actions on cAMPphosphodiesterase (PDE) in a range of six fold greater than the placebo. As shown in Table 1 and the figures below,
compared to placebo the treatment subjects’ body fat significantly decreased with a difference of 2.53% and 5.6%
after 4 and 12 weeks, respectively. Additionally, the body weight decreased with a significant difference of 6.6 lb and
12.3 lb after 4 and 12 weeks, respectively. 155
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Table 1. Effect of Placebo and Sinetrol on BMI, Body Weight & Body Fat in 20 Volunteers after 4 & 12 Weeks of
Treatment155

The second Sinetrol trial included 95 overweight subjects and went deeper into health parameters.32 In a 12-week,
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial, Sinetrol was given to overweight subjects twice daily with meals
versus a placebo. Participants took 450 mg at breakfast and 450 mg at lunch for a total of 900 mg/d or placebo. All
women were told to consume 1800-2000 calories/day and men 2000-2500 calories/day and were instructed to limit
physical activity to 30 minutes/week (three 10-minute walks). Although total body weight loss was not impressive, the
results were clearly metabolically favorable including fat mass loss (Table 2).
Waist and hip circumference and abdominal fat were significantly decreased in the Sinetrol group as compared with
placebo group (-5.71% vs -1.56% for waist, -4.71% vs -1.35% for hip and -9.73% vs -3.18% for fat). Inflammatory
markers were reduced significantly more in the treatment group (C-reactive protein: -22.87% vs +61%; fibrinogen: 19.93% vs -1.61%). Oxidative stress was lowered as seen by the reduction of malondialdehyde (-14.03% vs +2.76%)
and the increase in superoxide dismutase and glutathione (17.38% vs 2.19% and 4.63% vs -2.36%, respectively). 32
Table 2. Percent Change For BMI, Weight, Body Fat, and Waist and Hip Size After 12 Week of Treatment with
Placebo or Sinetrol in Overweight Adults

This study supports the polyphenols’ ability to increase fat oxidation and partitioning the energy usage by drawing
more required energy from fat stores than from glycogen or protein, and fortuitously drawing from the abdominal
region.
Third Trial – Company White Paper (Unpublished) Available at https://www.sinetrol.com/
The third Sinetrol study used the same diet, exercise and dosage strategy as the second study described above and
was a 12-week randomized double-blind parallel pilot trial of Sinetrol on body weight, abdominal fat, waist
circumference, and muscle metabolism in overweight men.156 The results were consistent with the second trial in that
body fat and other anthropometric measurements were reduced significantly more in the treatment group than
placebo (Table 3) and taking place in visceral areas important to improving health as seen in the quantified metabolic
parameters in Tables 4 and 5. Additionally, the increase in body weight loss vs placebo in this pilot was significant.
Because the overall metabolic and anthropometric results are not trivial, they are all posted below in the Tables 4 and
5 from Cases et al.156
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These results speak to the value the polyphenols contained in Sinetrol offer beyond diet and exercise, especially in
overall health and body composition (body fat: -9.7% vs -4.8% in the placebo group and -7.5% vs -2.1% in the placebo
group for waist reduction). The authors also quantified a threefold greater release in fatty acids in the Sinetrol subjects
demonstrating the ingredients’ ability to increase lipolysis involving the inhibition of cAMP-PDE. Also, of note in Table
5, the C-reactive protein (CRP) was significantly reduced in the Sinetrol subjects. Beyond a direct health implication,
CRP reduction may be important because research has shown that the appetite hormone leptin serves as a regulator
of body fat storage by modulating satiation, glycemic control and metabolism, and that reduction in serum leptin
correlates with lower regional body fat and total body fat.176 Overweight people become resistant to the effects of
leptin, causing them to produce more as their receptors become resistant. One reason for this may be that weight gain
elevates levels of CRP, which inhibits leptin’s role in controlling appetite by binding to leptin, thus disallowing it to
penetrate the blood brain barrier to signal satiety.177,178
Table 3 - Weight, Abdominal Fat, Waist Size and Hip Circumference and % Change (Δ) at Baseline (W0) and After 12
Weeks (W12) of Treatment with Placebo or Sinetrol in Healthy Overweight Male Adults.

Table 4 - Blood Metabolic Parameters at Baseline (W0) and After 12 Weeks (W12)
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Table 5 - Muscle Metabolism and Kidney Function at Baseline (W0) and after 12 Weeks (W12)

Sinetrol Summary

The non-thermogenic polyphenol blend consumed at 900 mg/day split in two 450 mg doses has been found to be safe
and to significantly improve body composition and metabolic parameters compared to placebo including preferentially
reducing abdominal/ectopic fat stores shown in the tables above. The primary proposed mechanisms of action are the
ingredients’ ability to improve overall lipolytic activity via inhibiting cAMP-PDE (maintaining higher levels of cAMP) and
enhancing fat oxidation and related gene expression (favorable energy partitioning and drawing from areas most
important to health).
With the combined ingredients in the thermogenic blend and the addition of Sinetrol, the evidence points to
synergistic and additive contributions based on the unique and mutual mechanisms of action, with the caveat that one
ingredient’s actions could overwhelm another’s ability to perform its action that has been demonstrated in studies
using ingredients in isolation. Meaning the truth is in the pudding (empirical evidence from use in our orbit). Certainly,
the clinical outcomes of individual ingredient or blends, have been positive by themselves.
Caralluma Fimbriata Extract (CFE)
CFE is a natural extract from an edible succulent cactus that is a well-known famine food that works as an appetite
suppressant and grows wild in India.179 Indian tribes chewed chunks of Caralluma (CF) to suppress hunger during
prolonged hunts, giving the CFE its allure for use as an appetite suppressant today. Based on its history of use, it has
established more empirical evidence than clinical. But rationale for CFE’s inclusion in ThermAccel is the plant’s
historical use (i.e. surviving the test of time for suppressing hunger)180 and its purported chemical targets (mechanism
of action) following ingestion. To be sure, the extract has been safely tested with some success.23,24,25,181
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Mechanism of Action

CFE contains pregnane glycosides (PG) that are known to exert appetite suppressant effects through enhanced satiety
hypothalamic signaling.182,183 Therefore, CFE’s proposed mechanisms of actions for reducing food intake include: 1)
direct intervention in appetite control at the level of the hypothalamus where the PG act;182,183 2) PG may act directly
on adipose tissue by inhibiting adipocyte proliferation and differentiation;184,185,186 3) CFE may down regulate ghrelin
synthesis (hunger hormone) in the stomach and subsequently neuropeptide-Y in the hypothalamus,33 with ultimately
has the same effect of suppressing appetite;187,188,189 4) dose dependent ability to inhibit the activity of enzymes
involved in carbohydrate digestion/absorption, alpha-amylase, and alpha-glucosidase;190 5) CFE’s PG may have
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI)-like activity191 (reduced serotonin [5-hydroxytryptamine; 5-HT] mediated
signaling may lead to decreased signaling of satiety in the brain).192
Studies

In human studies using CFE, Kuriyan et al. demonstrated that by using 1 g/day for 60 days, CFE users appeared to have
a suppressed appetite and reduced waist circumference when compared to placebo.181
While not controlling for diet and exercise, Ekta Arora et al. found that 1 g/day of CFE did not statistically effect weight
loss or appetite compared to placebo.193
A pilot study with 43 overweight adults using 1 g/day of CFE for 12 weeks while controlling diet and exercise found
significant reductions in body weight, BMI, waist circumference (2.6 inches vs 1.0 inches with placebo) appetite
(palatability of test meal), blood pressure, and triglyceride levels compared to placebo suggesting CFE may be helpful
when combined with diet and exercise.194
Griggs, et al. tested CFE on children with Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS), a genetic defect that leads to uncontrollable
overeating.25 The researchers found CFE to ease the hyperphagic behavior (abnormal appetite) in the child subjects
after four weeks of treatment. A significant decrease in the category of behavior (stress related to food) was recorded
by the parents along with a decrease in hyperphagia after four weeks of CFE administration at the highest dose (1,000
mg/day CFE), which is an adult recommended dose, hinting that dosage might need to be adjusted according to body
weight. This pilot study supports the theory that CFE may partially act by way of a selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor (SSRI).25,191,195,196
Animal studies have shown CFE efficacy for appetite suppression and subsequent weight loss may be dose dependent,
with a possible ideal dose of 22 mg/day per pound of body weight. This would translate to 3,300 mg/day for a 150 lb
person if it was linear by species.33,197,198 All above studies have demonstrated safety even in very high doses.199
In summary, based on CFEs potential appetite support through hypothalamic/nootropic actions at ~1000 mg/day, the
extract may additively (beyond TA’s other ingredients) support diet induced weight loss – i.e. help to ease common
diet-associated struggles.
L-Theanine
L-Theanine (LT) is the major amino acid found in green tea with one cup containing ~25 mg and is often credited for
green tea’s (GT) calming effects, although GT also contains caffeine (35-50 mg/cup).200,201 Green tea contains one to
three percent theanine,202 and easily crosses the blood brain barrier (BBB) and reaches peak concentrations in 30-120
minutes following ingestion.203 LT is added to ThermAccel to maintain an LT/caffeine ratio closer to the natural ratio in
GT to help preserve the anti-stress effects.204 L-theanine has historically been used for its relaxing and anti-anxiety
effects whether alone or in combination with other generally stimulatory ingredients.200,201 (Note: L-theanine
supplementation’s functional absorption has been shown to be equal, based on quantity, to GT derived LT).205
Mechanism of Action

L-theanine (-glutamylethylamide) is an amino acid structurally similar to glutamate thus LT can bind to glutamate
receptor subtypes,206 and potentially inhibit glutamate reuptake reducing glutamate related stimulated
excitation.207,208 Other proposed mechanisms for LT’s anti-stress and anxiolytic effects are L-theanine’s ability to
increase levels of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) through its action on the glutamine (Gln) transporter inhibiting
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the incorporation of extracellular Gln into neurons (in the brain, Glu is the main excitatory neurotransmitter while
GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter). 212 Glutamine converts to glutamic acid (Glu) via glutaminase, and Glu
can be decarboxylated into γ-amino butyric acid (GABA) in neurons indicating that theanine modulates GABA
production from Glu212 and playing a principle role in reducing neuronal excitability throughout the nervous system. LT
has also been shown to modulate serotonin (chemical responsible for maintaining mood balance; a deficit can lead to
depression) levels in the brain.209 Prolonged LT administration has shown additional actions, such as facilitating an
increase in brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) expression in the hippocampus,210,211 offering cognitive structural
support.206,208,212 Finally, LT may dampen stress or caffeine related stimulation increases.213
Theanine, Caffeine and EGCG in Combination

The balance between theanine, caffeine and catechins has been assumed to be critical for green tea to express its
anti-stress effect.214,215 Additionally, L-theanine may interact with caffeine to enhance performance in terms of
attention switching and the ability to ignore distraction, which is probably a reflection of higher level cognitive activity
and balancing caffeine's effects related to overstimulation including lessening caffeine's common "jitteriness" effect,
especially in caffeine-containing supplements.216,217 A systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted on 11
randomized trials involving L-theanine and EGCG alone or in combination with caffeine on cognitive function and
mood. Results showed caffeine in combination with L-theanine had the greatest positive effect on outcome
measures.218 Regardless of the combination of theanine and caffeine’s purported cognitive performance results, LT is
contained in this product to help balance any potential over stimulation based on an individual’s physiology, while
preserving caffeine’s favorable energy expenditure and fat oxidation actions.
Studies testing the effects of caffeine and L-theanine on cognitive functions and/or mood demonstrating positive
outcomes used L-theanine doses ranging from 50-200 mg/day and therefore ThermAccel contains 100 mg in two tabs
(200 mg in the maximum dose).218,219,220,221,222 Likewise, the 100 mg of LT and 200 mg of caffeine (anhydrous only, as
the EGCG extracts contains <10 mgs in two tabs of (200 and 400 mg in four tabs) ThermAccel is also consistent with
the caffeine to LT relationship in standard green tea.

Product Summary
The above data demonstrates that the combined ingredients of ThermAccel enhance overall lipolytic activities,
showing the ability to significantly increase metabolic rate, fat oxidation (favorable energy partitioning) and
potentially daily activities (total calorie burn) while balancing the stimulatory effects of caffeine, and suppress
appetite through multiple mechanisms.

Thermogenic Blend (maximum daily dose of two tabs, twice daily)
Two (2) tabs:
• Caffeine (200mg): increases metabolic rate and fat oxidation through: 1) sympathetic activation of the CNS; 2)
inhibition of phosphodiesterase (PDE) to maintain higher cAMP leading to increase lipolysis, heat production and
liver satiety signals; 3) stimulation of adenosine receptors, (a blockade that may also increase dopamine levels)
causing a buildup of cAMP with increased cell activities
• Green tea extract (270 mg EGCG): Increases EE and fat oxidation via inhibiting the enzyme COMT (degrades
epinephrine and norepinephrine while caffeine stimulates both); 2) activation of AMPK through affecting the
ratios of AMP/ADP/ATP (suppressing gluconeogenesis and lipogenesis and enhancing lipolysis) and signaling the
gene expression of proteins that play a role in thermogenesis and beta-oxidation
• Capsaicin (17 mg): increases EE and lipid oxidation, and reduces appetite by increasing thermogenesis through 1)
stimulation of TRP channels enhancing BAT, which by activation of the SNS increases calorie burning to produce
heat through the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation mediated by UCP1, and 2) improves lipid metabolism
• Sinetrol (600 mg): improves overall lipolytic activity via inhibiting cAMP-PDE (maintaining higher levels of cAMP)
and enhancing fat oxidation and related gene expression (favorable energy partitioning)
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•
•

Caralluma Fimbriata (500 mg): appetite support through 1) hypothalamic/nootropic actions including SSRI activity
and 2) ability to inhibit activity of enzymes involved in carbohydrate digestion/absorption
L-Theanine (100mg): increases GABA levels to deliver anti-stress effects including balancing caffeine stimulation

Based on the individual ingredients unique and synergistic mechanisms of action including multiple metabolic
targets, this combination may allow the user to avoid or overcome typical plateaus related to early weight loss
without the normal obligatory increase in activity or decrease in food intake required to continue desired weight/fat
reduction. With weight loss prescription drugs being shown to have many negative side effects (including being
pulled off the market223) with minimal results,15,224,225 there is high interest in products like ThermAccel and other
natural sources for assisting in weight management.15,124,129,149,152 ,226,227,228
Note: while many of the positive weight control studies cited here were supplement usage without diet and
exercise, dotFIT considers diet, exercise and evidence-based supplementation all integral components of a
weight/fat loss solution, where the role of supplementation is to accelerate and ease the journey, thus enhancing
motivation to continue until the goal is reached – i.e. weight control with less hardship, mindful that the small
contributions that properly formulated supplements make, whether it be burning an extra 100-200 calories daily,
controlling appetite and/or preserving lean body mass (all compared to a non-supplemented state) can be a very
large contribution in the long-term big picture.

Typical Use
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anyone without adverse events to stimulants and seeking to accelerate weight loss, avoid plateaus and ease
the journey, including helping control appetite
People who need a serious multiple pronged approach to weight control including a strong stimulatory effect
to help increase metabolism
Do not use if taking heart medications
Do not use with other stimulants. Keep a minimum of four (4) hours between other stimulants including
caffeine
Discontinue after reaching body fat reduction goal or when lifestyle is under control to continue to the desired
body composition goal without assistance
Maximum dose: take four (4) tablets daily, two (2) at breakfast and two (2) with lunch with at least eight (8)
ounces of fluids.
o If sensitive to caffeine, start with two (2) tabs daily in one (1) tab doses and move to two (2) tabs max
dose twice daily if comfortable

Precautions
•

•
•

ThermAccel™ contains moderate amounts of central nervous system (CNS) stimulants and should be avoided
by those sensitive to caffeine or who are contraindicated for caffeine-containing supplements or adverse to
any other ingredient in ThermAccel. Do not mix with other stimulants, especially bitter orange229 or
ephedra.230
Caffeine has no significant effect on hydration, fluid balance or electrolytes and therefore no contraindication
related to hydration and exercise231
If using blood thinners consult a qualified physician before use (you may submit this document) 232

Contraindications
•

ThermAccel is contraindicated for pregnant and lactating women and for those under the age of 18 due to lack
of data on this population.
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•
•
•
•
•

Caffeine is contraindicated in hypertension, anxiety and thyroid disease. Caffeine can interfere with some
medications such as lithium and MAO inhibitors. Caffeine is also contraindicated in those with cardiac
arrhythmias, other forms of heart disease and peptic ulcers.
Should not mix excessive caffeine with beta-agonists. Theoretically, concomitant use of large amounts of
caffeine might increase cardiac inotropic effects of beta-agonists.233
Do not mix with diuretic drugs. Theoretically excessive amounts of caffeine in combination with diuretics may
increase the risk of hypokalemia. 234
Anyone with a liver disorder should consult their doctor before considering use at any dosage or simply not
use any products containing EGCG extracts.121,122 The EFSA report stated “From the clinical studies reviewed
there is no evidence of hepatotoxicity below 800 mg EGCG/day up to 12 months.” 121
In vitro studies suggest that capsicum may increase the effects of antiplatelet drugs.232 Additionally, there are
some self-reported incidents regarding capsicum use being associated with an increased risk of bleeding in
patients taking warfarin.235 However, clinical research shows that taking capsaicin at 400-800 mcg orally in
combination with aspirin 500 mg does not decrease platelet aggregation compared with taking aspirin 500 mg
alone236

Adverse Reactions
•

•
•
•

•

Caffeine use may result in diuresis (increased water loss, usually in non-users) and insomnia when taken late
in the day. Numerous studies on the safety of caffeine exist.237 Caffeine abuse can cause tension, anxiety,
excitability and restlessness at doses over 400 mg at one time. Doses over 1,000 mg at one time can elicit
toxicity symptoms.238,239 Because ThermAccel has 200 mg/serving, adverse effects may occur in sensitive
individuals. Taking ThermAccel with other stimulants is not advised.
Caralluma fimbriata is safe at the amounts found in ThermAccel with no known adverse events.181,199
Sinetrol has no known adverse reaction at the dose in ThermAccel32
EGCG: typical doses range from one to 10 cups of green tea per day without any adverse events.240 Very high
intake of green tea may cause nausea, abdominal bloating and pain, flatulence, and diarrhea. It can also cause
central nervous system stimulation and adverse effects such as dizziness, insomnia, fatigue, agitation, tremors,
restlessness, and confusion. These effects are more common with higher doses of green tea or green tea
extract, equivalent to 5-6 liters of tea per day.241
Capsaicin: very high doses may cause gastrointestinal stress including bloating.151 There are no known adverse
reactions to capsaicin in the dosage found in ThermAccel.148,149,152

Upper Limit/Toxicity
•

None of the compounds in ThermAccel have an established upper limit or approach toxic levels.

Summary
Purpose
• Accelerate fat loss by increasing exercise and non-exercise induced calorie burning including daily activities
through a balanced stimulant effect and contribute to appetite support during energy restriction.
• Reduce the typical hardships associated with weight/fat reduction including avoiding or breaking through
plateaus. Maximum dose of four (4) tabs/day is an aggressive adjunct to diet induced weight/fat loss.
Unique Features
• Formula and recommendations have no competitor based on its multiple body fat reduction targets, which
are designed to aggressively attack the body’s natural defenses against weight loss.
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•
•
•
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•

The thermogenic blend delivers a superior but balanced stimulatory effect thus eliminating the end of day
"burnout" associated with other thermogenic products.
ThermAccel™ contains Sinetrol™ by Fytexia, whom was awarded Best Natural Wellness Product Provider
ThermAccel will deliver all the ingredients by means of a two-stage technology involving microspheres and
macrospheres, providing immediate and prolonged activity throughout the day.
Can be used alone or as part of the dotFIT 90 Day Weight Loss Solution (aka LeanPak90)
Manufactured in a regularly inspected NSF certified facility, in compliance with Good Manufacturing Practices
(GMPs) exclusively for dotFIT, LLC.

Supplement Facts
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